
 

 

C2 General 

Glastonbury 30-day free SIM – June 2023. 

1. These terms apply to you if you receive a Vodafone SIM card directly from Vodafone at Glastonbury 

Festival, from 21st to 26th June 2023.   

2. This promotion is for a free 30 day Pay as you Go Big Value Bundle SIM (‘Bundle’) with unlimited UK 

messages and calls, and a data allowance of 100GB.    

3. The Bundle will last for 30 days from activation. After the 30 days, you will need to have enough credit 

for the Bundle to renew. If you do have enough credit, the Bundle will automatically renew unless you 

opt out.  

4. We will send you an SMS to confirm how to top up before the 30 days ends, should you wish to. For 

information on our selection of Bundles, visit vodafone.co.uk/payg and visit Pay as you go Bundle 

terms for terms and conditions.  

5. If you choose to top up and continue with the Bundle, any unused data from your previous Bundle will 

roll over and will only be available for you to use during that 30-day period. 

6. Unused allowances will only roll over from one Pay as you go Bundle to the next if your Bundle renews 

automatically on the day your previous Bundle expires. If you choose to change your Bundle (to 

something other than the 100GB), or it doesn't automatically renew (usually due to a lack of credit on 

your account), any unused data will not roll over. 

7. You can use your 100GB data, minutes and texts in the UK, and whilst roaming in Zone A. You cannot 

use these in any other locations, unless you top up the relevant amount and purchase one of our 

Extras. Visit www.vodafone.co.uk/mobile/extras for more information on Extras.  

8. Opt out of the Bundle by calling 2345 for free.  

9. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer and the free 30 days is excluded from our 

3 x data summer offer. You may be eligible for any of the offers after the first 30 days. For more 

information visit vodafone.co.uk/payg. 

10. Your Bundle is subject to the Pay as you go Airtime Terms and Charges guide. 

Please be aware: 

11. You'll receive an allowance of texts and minutes for use to standard landline numbers (for the UK 

starting 01, 02, 03), mobiles and voicemail within the UK. We'll reduce your allowance on a per-minute 

basis. Calls to other numbers including premium rate and non-geographic numbers are not included. 

12. You can't transfer allowances to another plan, and we won't give you any Pay as you go credit back. 

13. You're responsible for other people that use your equipment and Bundle, which are only for your 

personal, non-commercial use and subject to the Pay as you go airtime conditions and pricing terms. 

We own the phone number and the SIM card, which we can change at any time. You may only use 

equipment that is approved for use on our network. For more information on using our services and 

restrictions please review our Acceptable Use Policy. 

14. If your usage is in breach of our Acceptable Use Policy, we'll suspend your services. 

15. To experience 5G: You must have a 5G enabled device on the Vodafone 5G network, a Vodafone 5G 

plan and 5G coverage in the area that you are in. Coverage may be affected by a number of factors. 

See co.uk/network/5g. 

16. We may vary or amend these terms, but if it's to your disadvantage, we'll notify you. 

17. These terms and conditions are subject to English law and the English Courts shall have exclusive 

jurisdiction. 

 

Who are we? 

Vodafone Limited, Vodafone House, The Connection, Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 2FN. 
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